REAR RECEIVER RELEASE FORM

To Whom It May Concern:

, have requested that Roberts Sales install
I,
a hitch-receiver tube on my camping trailer. I understand that this receiver tube is intended to
hold a bike carrier; it is not to be used for towing a second trailer in tandem or for a storage
platform.
I understand that under certain weight, road, speed, or other conditions the possibility exists of
over-loading the rear receiver and that damage to my camping trailer may result. I also
understand that any weight applied to the rear receiver will decrease the weight of the trailer
tongue which may result in unstable towing conditions.
I agree that bicycles and bike carrier weights vary and that a bike carrier can be accidentally
overloaded and that no set weight is specifically "light enough" to protect against all negative
outcomes to the bikes, bike carrier, rear receiver, and the trailer. I understand conditions such
as road type, road condition, and vehicle speed down said road will affect the physics as work
on the bike carrier and rear receiver.
I understand that the rear receiver is fully my responsibility regardless of how I use the rear
receiver and what weight, road, speed, or any other conditions are present at any time.
By signing this I assume ALL responsibility for the loading and use of the rear receiver and
will not hold Roberts Sales liable for any damage, loss, inconvenience, adverse side-effects,
headaches, nausea, or ANYTHING resulting from the installation of the rear receiver to my
camper.
I also assert that I am a responsible person and, as such, will not use litigation or arbitration to
wiggle around this release form.

_________________________________________
signature

741 S O U T H F E D E R A L

♦

D E N V E R , C O L O R A D O 80219

___________________
date

♦

(303) 922-6221

♦
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